
 
 

 

 

Targeted therapies (precision agents that identify and attack cancer, like modified T-cells) hold great promise for improving 

outcomes and reducing treatment-related toxicities in the most challenging, resistant cancers. Personalized medicine, or 

combined usage of drugs and biologics according to the patient’s specific cancer profile (genetics), is another high-potential 

therapeutic approach gaining momentum.  

The Target Pediatric AML Project (TpAML) seeks to maximize and speed access to personalized, precision treatment 

regimens for young acute myeloid leukemia (AML) patients ages 0-35. Leveraging the power of deep, omic sequencing and 

big-data analysis, TpAML will expose, in a methodical and comprehensive manner, the key drivers, enablers, unique identifiers 

(biomarkers) and vulnerabilities of AML in young patients, whose disease differs significantly from older adults. This will 

enable expansion of our treatment toolkit and jumpstart more informed, individualized therapy.  

 

“Target Pediatric AML” is a large-scope, high-impact research effort benefitting young acute myeloid leukemia patients. The 

key focus of this project is to (a) discover, maximize and speed access to targeted therapies, both existing and emerging, and 

(b) begin the shift to more personalized medicine for young AML patients. We expect both short and long-term wins from 

this largest-ever, comprehensive biology study that builds upon the NCI-funded Target Initiative and the work of the late Dr. 

Bob Arceci. TpAML is endorsed by the Children’s Oncology Group as its “highest potential and greatest need” AML-related 

research effort (see attached endorsement letter, signed by researchers nationwide). TpAML is also a collaborative 

fundraising and “funds-pooling” effort spearheaded by AML families (volunteers) in both the U.S. and Canada. 

 

Background:  Leukemia is the most common form of childhood cancer. Although it accounts for less than one quarter of all 

leukemias in children, AML is the deadliest. It remains one of the poorest prognosis pediatric cancers with a notoriously 

brutal and dangerous treatment regimen that has not fundamentally changed in decades. 5-10% of all young AML patients will 

die in treatment from treatment-induced complications.  

 

Multiple rounds of high-intensity chemotherapy, full-body radiation, and one or more bone marrow transplants remain the 

primary therapeutic options for many young AML patients, particularly the 50% who relapse. Survivors face daunting long-

term, treatment-related side effects such as diminished organ function/failure (25% will experience rapidly fatal heart failure 

20+ years after treatment), growth issues, infertility, and secondary cancers (to name a few). AML is also the most common 

form of secondary cancer that can develop in survivors of other pediatric malignancies. We can, and must, do better.  
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Challenges:  Because AML is a diverse, complex group of diseases (with numerous subtypes, some yet to be discovered), the 

virtual “one size fits all” protocols of today are doing little to improve patient outcomes. No single, breakthrough drug or 

regimen is likely to dramatically change survival rates. But, hope is on the horizon. Precision agents, immunotherapies and 

personalized treatment, tailored to the patient’s specific cancer genetics, hold great promise for desperate AML patients and 

their families. But, targeted therapies depend on a critical element to be effective – good targets. 

AML is most commonly diagnosed in seniors (avg. age 67), so the majority of research is focused in this age group, with the 

assumption that newly discovered therapies will “trickle down”, eventually benefitting kids. However, the Children’s Oncology 

Group (COG) has recently discovered that AML is a totally different disease in patients ages 0 to approximately 35 (so 

targets differ). Therapies developed for and tested in seniors may not benefit young patients. Even worse, some drugs 

discarded as “ineffective” in older adults may work well in kids – the discontinued drug, Mylotarg, is one such example.  

Additionally, large-scope, multimillion-dollar pediatric cancer studies face tremendous funding hurdles, regardless of potential 

impact. Typical pediatric cancer grants are small and tightly defined/structured, so large-scope, more strategic efforts lag – 

resulting in slow, piecemeal progress. Funding an effort like TpAML remains challenging, but we are making headway. 

 

Opportunity:  The “Target Pediatric AML” (TpAML) initiative seeks to speed more personalized, precise, and less toxic 

treatment regimens to young AML patients by harnessing the power of large-scale, deep omic sequencing and big-data 

analysis. This initiative mirrors and counterbalances the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society’s nationwide, multimillion-dollar 

“Beat AML” campaign, which is currently focused on patients 60 years and older with similar goals. TpAML seeks to maximize 

the use of all existing and emerging targeted agents -- like modified T-cells, antibody therapies, and small molecule inhibitors -

- via comprehensive target discovery (since effective targeting in AML remains a significant barrier). TpAML will also fund 

clinical genomic sequencing of all young AML (and biphenotypic leukemia) patients nationwide for 2 years to both discover 

novel drugs that could help these patients, right now, and support research efforts. This study has the potential to 

fundamentally change how we diagnose, monitor, and treat AML in young patients. Smaller-scale, related efforts have 

yielded impactful results, which we are happy to share. COG believes that the generation and analysis of a greatly expanded 

data set will reveal even more. 

Because TpAML is an $8.7 million, multi-phase effort, no single organization likely can nor will fund this project in its 

entirety. So, a collaborative, creative “funds-pooling” approach is needed to accelerate this strategic, high-potential work. A 

group of parent volunteers has stepped up to reach out to friends, families and organizations worldwide, seeking funding and 

research/working partners. To date, $2.45 million has been pledged/raised (first gift received July 2016). 

It should be emphasized that we are willing to listen and consider all ideas/partnership arrangements that could help us 

reach our goals, faster.  

If you are interested in learning more about TpAML, please contact parent volunteers Julie Guillot (jaguillot@gmail.com, ph. 

512-497-6495) or Michael Copley (baydays@mac.com, ph. 619-980-8118) for more information. You are also free to contact 

Drs. Soheil Meshinchi (smeshinc@fhcrc.org) or Andy Kolb (Edward.Kolb@nemours.org), COG Myeloid Disease Committee 

chairs, with questions.  

We are happy to forward materials further detailing this effort and summarizing participation opportunities. A detailed 

presentation/proposal, aligned to you or your organizations goals, can also be prepared. Also, see our project videos: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LyeYXJZ7ip4&t=39s and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FyNzvlarQsE  
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Current Collaborators in the United States & Canada have come together to raise $2.354M since July 2016. 
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